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Colors 

Black belongs to night 

Yellow belongs to sun, 

Red belongs to rose 

White belongs to snow, 

Blue belongs to sea 

Green belongs to grass, 

Purple belongs to plum 

Colors belong to us. 

“Colors” by Scarlett Phelps – Carlinville Primary School, Carlinville



“I Want a Cat” by Sally Weinberg – Washington Elementary, Evanston



Matilda Zeman and Greta Johnson 

Avery Coonley School 

Grade 2 

Rainbow 

Rainbows fill the world with color 

Rainbows are a joyful birthday  

full of cake & celebration 

Rainbows are a coral reef 

bursting with life 

Rainbows are popsicles and lollipops  

on a warm summer’s day 

A rainbow is the beauty after a storm. 

“Rainbow” by Matilda Zeman and Greta Johnson – Avery Coonley School, Downers Grove



SADIE HAUPT Dear Llamacorn 

Third Grade North Shore Country Day School 

Dear Llamacorn, 

I know you’re a mix of llama and a unicorn, but are your parents 
one unicorn and one llama or are they llamacorns like you? 

Are you rainbow like a unicorn or cream like a llama? 

(If you live in the clouds you might be camouflage) 

but you might be rainbow because who doesn’t want to be a rainbow, am I right? 

or, you might be able to be both. 

What do you eat? 
You might eat cotton candy to keep your hair fluffy or 
you might eat rainbow snow cones and vanilla ice cream to keep the colors in our hair 

(But I know for a fact you eat candy) 

Do you have magical powers? 
I know you fly with little white bird wings but can you control the weather with your horn? 

Can you throw some of your fluff at stuff and trap it? 

Well, that’s the end. Love your biggest fan, Sadie 

“Dear Llamacorn” by Sadie Haupt – North Shore Country Day School, Winnetka



“Storm” 

The hour where the sun is so rich 
and the night is so soon. 
the grass is dancing until the night falls 
the glass gleams and makes a rainbow 
the food on your plate smiles as the hour ends 

The unsturdy windmill 
shivers in the cold dark night. 
the lightning and thunder rock the earth 
the rain rips at your coat with no success 
the wind blows your hair to one side 

You are in the midst of a blusterous storm. 

Tessa Pruden 
3rd grade 
The Children’s School 
Oak Park IL 

“Storm” by Tessa Pruden – The Children’s School, Oak Park



In the Midst of Black and White 

By Karlina Tolksdorf 

In the middle of the herd I only see black and white. 
The herd of stripes 

 is like an optical illusion. 
My herd and I drink the cool water from the watering hole. 

In the shining sun I feel the heat then… 
 BOOM!!! 

The pack starts running and I start sprinting. 
As I glance back 

 I can see one of the zebras shot and lying on the floor. 
Then I look up and I see a man 

 with a gun and I start sprinting again at full speed. 
I finally catch up with my pack and  

I think why do people do things like that to this beautiful world? 
They are as mean and fierce as a roaring lion.  

“In the Midst of Black and White” by Karlina Tolksdorf – Fairview South School, Skokie



Nightingale 
by Ian Brost 

Shadows grow long 
I sing my song. 

Night is near 
When I show no fear. 

I’m a sin  
out of sight 
in the night. 

Nightingale 

“Nightingale” by Ian Brost – Chicago Free School, Chicago



Nature’s Impermanence 
By Eleri Swanson 

The pleasant blossoms form an 
 array of rich and vivid colors. 

They pirouette in the cruel wind, 
 swaying to the music of the birds. 

They twirl rapidly, 
 for they sense a brewing storm. 

The sky screams and wails.  
The crestfallen blooms realize that their time in the 

world is coming to an end faster than ever.  
They shrivel up,  

as if they were blanketing themselves  
off from the world.  

“Nature’s Impermanence” by Eleri Swanson – Fairview South School, Skokie



 Confetti color 1311 

From the day I was born, 
my eyes have seen 
Confetti color 1311.  

The color of home.  
The faint memory 
of my mom 
taking me into my new room, 
full of color 1311.  

Confetti color 1311. 
The color I wore on my first day home. 
The color of my bunny,  
just like the color of my room.  
The color of my first blanket.  

Confetti color 1311. 
Without you,  
I would not be complete. 

“Confetti color 1311” by Parmita Kashanipour – Avery Coonley School, Batavia



Clouds of Emotion
By Athena Gottlieb

An angry cloud will hail and sleet, 
Hurl craggy ice in a spiky sheet.

Rocks split to shards as they hit the ground,
Cold slivers pierce others without a sound.
A blend of the fear and the sadness, no joy,

The clouds open up and unleash another ploy.
Sleet sloshes and slides under unguarded feet,

The dirty disaster covers the street.
People tripping, breaking limbs,

Cars a’veering, drivers grim.
Reckless clouds lash out with lightning,
Tearing trees and humans, frightening!
Thunder shaking Earth’s foundations,

Sky dark grey, violent vibrations,
As the last light is swallowed up.

A nervous cloud will roughly snow,
Spouting worries, let them grow,
Each unique and bothersome.

Drivers worry cars will slip.
Children come to bask and flip,
But in a week they have the flu.
 Mothers fret about the power,

Fathers don’t have time to shower.
Roofs collapse from weight of worries,

Trouble from the slightest flurries.



Sadness is a forlorn drizzle,
Clouds are somber grey,

But alas, we all shed tears, every couple’o’days.
Misting means a day gone wrong,

Showering, a heartbreak song,
Pouring, an important loss.

But soon the clouds get paler gray, tinged with a rosy gloss.
Yes, it’s true, through life we’ll find

Tragedies around,
But tears will leave our misery 

forgotten on the ground. 

Through joyful clouds, the sun will blaze,
Small and clear without a trouble,

Leaking carelessly sun’s rays,
Happy, puffy, like a fluff ball.
But be warned, and beware!

Fragile things, those clouds up there.
A wind too strong will burst their bubbles,

Whisk away their joy.

“Clouds of Emotion” by Athena Gottlieb – Pritzker Elementary, Chicago



A world of wonder 

Lying on the roof of my house, 
there was a world of beauty. 
The peaceful commotion of the stars soothed me, 
where deep inside I felt like floating. 

Floating like a feather into the dotted sky. 
I felt my heart beats, thump, thump, thump. 
Hot gases surrounded me, I wasn’t burning, 
but my heart was on fire. 

Swirling deeper into the pitch black hole, 
I saw little green men smiling. 
Then they whispered, 
”Welcome back.” 

-Katrina Lin

“A World of Wonder” by Katrina Lin – John C. Haines Elementary, Chicago



The Gargoyle of Notre Dame 

Joshua Reginold 

Here I sit. Watching. Waiting.  

Looking for a prey that I can never catch.  

Other gargoyles beside me glare down at 

the entrance of the Cathedral of Notre Dame. 

We always stay as still as stone. We are  

concrete. Then, a disturbance. Then… 

BOOM! 

People underneath scream in terror. 

I could feel the heat behind me. The 

fire was spreading. The fire was warm. 

It’s just as well. There was a chill in the 

air as if the cathedral had let out a sigh 

of relief. The flames were slowing down. 

The fire was being put out. Notre Dame 

Cathedral was saved. And our home is 

safe.  

“The Gargoyle of Notre Dame” by Joshua Reginold – Fairview South School, Skokie



In the Safe House 

This is a safe house. 

There is a pillow resting on a small wooden bed frame.  
It is tattered and grayish-white, worn from all the tired travelers finally coming to rest. 
It is the kind of pillow that welcomes them, holds them, after all that they can think of is 
the pain.  
It is the kind of pillow that sings them a lullaby so they can sleep and dream of freedom. 

This is a safe house. 

There is a pot filled with potatoes, carrots, and tomatoes.  
It is sitting on a small flame, bubbling.  
The aroma fills the air, citrusy, tangy, mixing in with the mildewy smell of the cabin. 
This little pot of vegetables will soon fill the stomach of the once enslaved.  
It will create warmth.  

 This is a safe house. 

In the cellar there are no windows.  
Light is rare to the travelers.  
Occasionally, there is a ray of sun that has found its way through to the cellar of the 
cabin,  although it is nowhere near enough to restore the sanity lost after the journey 
that they have been on.  

Imagine escaping slavery, and becoming free means barely seeing the sun. 
Imagine running all night and hiding all day.  
Imagine being subjected to pain that no one should have to live through,  
Imagine not getting the chance to experience the bliss of the sun! 

Imagine the cellar.  
Imagine the pot of vegetables. 
Imagine the pillow. 

Imagine the house, 
And houses, 
Where they were safe. 

“In The Safe House” by Eleanor Ross – Rebirth Poetry Ensemble, Chicago



We Left School 
We learned for nine months straight. We 

soon will graduate. Real 
freedom comes. Cool 

weather goes. We 
all were happy and left 

school real quickly. School 
out of our minds. We 

only think about summer, lurk- 
ing late every day. Late 

summer, starting school full of dismay, we 
are all sad on our last days. Striking 

quickly school arrives. Straight 
away for the rest of our lives. We 

now adjust to the new format. Singing 
sin. 

In honor of Gwendolyn Brooks 

-Ben Divovich

“We Left School” by Ben Divovich – Fairview South School, Skokie



“Hope” is the thing with feathers- 
“Dread” is the thing with talons- 
by Arwyn G. 

“Dread,” unknown, lies dormant in the mind, disguised under “hope” 
is a repetition, a function not thought, is- is- is- is- is 
the song the head sings, the 
thing the mind dreams, the thing 
with which logic embeds itself but is not logic, causes a new type of logic with 
talons- talons that grip the mind that all else falls like feathers- 
that grab the brain captive, that- that- that- that- that 
lounges in your mind as you read this, perches 
in your head and waits, is stretching out and unfurling its wings now in- in- in- in- in 
the darkest corners of your imagination, the 
mind- that you have tried so hard to protect, the soul- 
that you have failed to protect from when your mouth first opened to cry, that 
chants for the things this century wants, sings 
the song of conformity and of sameness, the 
song that each tune 
without words and without 
the the- the- the- the 
words- meaningless words- 
and the dread, and the hope, and 
never stops, never stops, never stops, never 
stops- stops- 
at all. It never stops at 
all- 

Golden shovel poem based on “Hope” is the thing with feathers, by Emily Dickinson. 

“‘Hope’ is the thing with feathers- ‘Dread’ is the thing with talons-” by Arwyn Gorecki – Fairview South School, Skokie



Sylvia Hernandez 

The Tower 

The tower is like  

a bunch of Legos 

Stacked high above 

The sky 

And as I watch 

The Legos fall 

Piece by piece 

The people of the  

country saw  

A piece of themselves 

Fall apart 

“The Tower” by Sylvia Hernandez – George Washington High School, Chicago



Bug camp. Age twelve. Mississippi: The Killing Jar 

Ruby Davis 

 

A girl told me how she pinned a beetle. 

Placed it in a jar with a poison curled rag 

and breached its abdomen, positioning it in a display case. 

That night she heard a scratching noise: 

the beetle’s claws as it tried to scrape itself from its pin pricked coffin. 

 

When I was at camp, I wanted a fire ant sting. 

A burning bite to show toughness to the boy 

who pretended he was going to shoot me, 

the same boy who said that gay people were going to hell, 

said ‘queer’ in tones that could crack an exoskeleton. 

I never was bitten by a fire ant, 

but had begun to shed my skin. 

 

My parents had a girl small as a beetle. 

A false daughter curling her hand around Daddy’s finger, 

an insect trying to crawl from the lie of a shell. 

How do I put non-binary into a jar? 

How do I pin it to the blanket wrapped around me? 

 

I was held in mom’s arms to the sound of cicadas, 

buzzed into this world, lightning bugging the sky. 

I’ve always been afraid of death-- 

a net that can’t be avoided, 

the crunch of heavy hiking boot, 

the space between lying and not saying, 

words left floating in killing jars. 

  

Once, when I first began to realize myself, 

I tapped secrets into notes on my phone 

and hoped that if I died somehow, someone would find what I had written: 

unsaid phrases flitting around my corpse 

Because dying with secrets is dying more complete. 

  

At my funeral, these words will buzz around the room: 



Sister. Granddaughter. Young woman. 

No one will use they/them pronouns in my eulogy. 

No one can tell my story the way I can. 

Try to put me in a jar, I will always wriggle underneath lid, 

pull myself from pins and flap my brittle wings. 

I suppose I’ve always been flying away. 

The drive home from camp,  

wanting to run from the car, leaving its metal shell behind me. 

Born in the wrong body, 

but it’s not that simple. 

I wonder if I could ever split myself from myself. 

My parents thought they had a daughter  

Maybe somewhere she’s still here. 

She breathes when I breathe, 

turns her head along with mine to press our faces to glass. 

I wonder if I will be able to one day reach beyond the car door, 

to run into the trees and release her from her jar, 

watch her scuttle away in the dark. 

And leave me there, moon-washed, grinning, 

something that doesn’t need escaping from. 

“Bug camp. Age twelve. Mississippi: The Killing Jar” by Ruby Davis – Oak Park and River Forest High School, Oak Park



The Penal System 
By Keondre C. 
Age 16, sophomore 

Mama shedding tears cuz her son locked away 
wondering where she went wrong 
why her son fighting this case 

17 yrs old I done seen a whole lot 
inna kitchen water whipping pops was wicked in that pot 
but that's the least that I saw 
I done grew to be smart and say forget about the past 
because that only keep me stopped 
Pops was locked up for 2 yrs and my life went astray 
like the females and the fancy cars so uk I got to get cake 
was posted didn't go to school I was trying to buy me a str8 
on the avenue get a jab or 2 trapping hard everyday 
forget an education with these drugs I make it mindset had me tamed 
I was thinking wrong yeah it had me gone real life was going insane 
I'm a yfn slash bon can’t go against that grain 
imma rap hard forget a trapstar ion got nobody to blame 

Mama shedding tears cuz I’ve been locked away 
wondering where she went wrong 
why I’ve been fighting this case…. 

“The Penal System” by Keondre C. – Nancy B. Jefferson Alternative School / Free Write Arts & Literacy, Chicago



Cicero 
Mauricio L. 
Age 16, sophomore 

It's 3 o'clock and the city is busy 
Car engines roar to life 

Children are picked up from school 
People in a hurry to get to work 
The parks get filled with kids looking to have fun after a full day of school, 
playing basketball, soccer, football, and volleyball 
The sun changed position, 
we lost track of time 
When you get hungry take your pick on a restaurant 
Food from latin countries with their own unique taste 
Fast food joints available too, 
McDonalds, KFC, Taco Bell and more 
On warm days Carne Asada are a must 
Family cookouts where all are invited 
Not a day goes by that is wasted 
Whether with work, family, and friends 
Everyday is wonderful in Cicero 

“Cicero” by Mauricio L. – Nancy B. Jefferson Alternative School / Free Write Arts & Literacy, Chicago



My existence be so loud it forgets how to be anything else 
Be so loud it forgets how to be quiet 
My existence never be quiet 
My existence be a weapon 
How it is something to fear all on its own 
But in the hands of someone else it be more powerful than power itself 
My body be the gun 
My attitude be the trigger 
And even when i don’t have an attitude the world say my voice always be trouble 
Say i always got an attitude because i am supposed to always be angry 
They say i am always angry 
Forget to mention how they trigger the anger they see  
My voice be the altitude of my anger 
My voice give off attitude  
My attitude be the trigger 
My words be the bullets that everyone seems to dodge 
And somehow i always end up being the one who gets shot 

“MY EXISTENCE BE” 

~Isaiah/TJ/Taureyahna/Sincerity 

“My Existence Be” by Isaiah Jamison – Chicago Math and Science Academy, Chicago



Mama loves you! 
Baby girl 
 
Mama loved you since you 
First nibbled on her knuckles. 
“Love Bites!” She said 
And gave you red lipstick smooches 
Smothered all across your cheeks. 
 
“Big-headed baby scissorhands!”  
She knew you grabbed her flab so hard that 
Black turned to blue 
Because you never wanted to let go of Mama’s Love 
Handles. 
 
Never. 
 
Mama’s big hips could bounce back and forth to 
D’Angelo, and Stevie Wonder and Michael Jackson 
Back when he was black and handsome 
‘Till biscuits browned and beans turned to proper green. 
 
Mama always kept you well fed. 
So well that before dinner 
In your head 
Were ways to say “No thank you, ma’am” 
To her wrinkled chestnut hands. 
To make the plate she held sink back to the table 
 
Mama woke up early for you! 
While you pulled on your pants 
She fried eggs and browned bread. 
So you could eat on the way to get your Jesus on. 
Mama insisted on bowling while you were in town almost as much as  
She insisted on your black excellence. 
Her fingernails accidentally scratched confidence into your skin. 
That spread through your body like the way Mama bragged about you to her sister. 
 
Mama stays seated nowadays 
She only needs a couch and a drink  
Nowadays  
And her TV, a 2003 flat screen 
And the oven, sticky stiff buttons she doesn’t bother with 



Nowadays. 

But Mama still loves you! 
When you’re in town she  
Bathes everyday 
And puts on a wig and lipstick 
To pull your face down 
And smother you with her 
Freshly baked kisses. 

“Mama Loves You!” by Aanika Pfister – Lane Tech, Chicago



 
 They call us Alien  

 
My mom came to the U.S when she was 14 
Hair thicker than her accent  
Crossed planes of desert with nothing but  a canteen of water and  the prayers she kept in her side pocket  
Grew up here cleaning toilets in houses she’ll never get to live in  
 
Had 7 children, her first at 19, when I was younger I remember learning our multiplications together  
Watched Barney the purple dinosaur like it was the gospel  
Never thought of our lives as awful until someone told us it was  
 
We bounced from place to place so much you’d think our lives were  a 25 cent bouncy ball  
Dispensable and cheap  
Being thrown into a million directions  
Eventually being forgotten under the couch cushions of life  
Being suffocated by the constant weight of others  
 
Being safe  and secure is a luxury we cannot afford 
 not that we can afford any other luxury either when my mother makes less than minimum wage  
More than she’s used to but not what she deserves  
 
Immigrant students are treated like mutants  
Being told they are  denied financial aid and in state tuition because of their “status” 
They say this like it’s supposed to be an apology  
I’ve had it with them saying “maybe there are some borders that can’t be crossed” 
The exhaust of fighting between deportation and diploma has weighed down our minds and our spirits  
Might as well be phantoms of ourselves they way they make us feel transparent  
but we will rise 
 
At 3am, the night of the elections my face still glossy and wet from tears I asked my mother if she was worried she 
said  
“Mija  I  am too tired to be worried” 
 
 Her favourite things to draw are planets and stars when I asked her why she said  
“When they call you alien enough you start to feel homesick,” she says I wish I could fly far far away until I can’t 
see my past anymore” 
 
Dear immigrant individuals  
Who came here clinging to their mother flower printed aprons  
You are the stars shining  
You are luminescent 
Making your own light even in the darkness  
Even when your darkness is something you’re trying to get away from 
 because it has hurt you the most out there  
You burn so brightly the sun can’t look at you for too long  
So wear your sunblock cause our brown skin deserves some protection once in our lifetime  
And if our stories turn into tragedies maybe we can make in on  the lifetime channel  maybe then people will care  



Keep fighting  
We need you  
We care for you 
We love you 

“They call us Alien” by Cristina Hernandez – Gage Park High School, Chicago



SOME SORT OF ODE TO THE GAY COUSIN 
I. 
the daydream starts like this 
doesn’t it 
you imagine yourself standing 
climbing from your fold out chair  
onto the card table pulled from a Ronald’s  
basement 
everyone will stop spooning gray turkey into their 
suburb mouths and  
turn  
to gaze at you the way they did when 
you were baptized  
there’s a reason you only ever 
eat bread at these things 
with one foot in forgotten broccoli the other in 
butter  
hold up your hands in proclamation  
the white Jesus on Aunt Sherri’s wall 
mirroring you when the words  
leave your lips and Aunt Mary’s eyes go 
planetary  
the card table will crack  
in half 
and send you tumbling 
whether you leave in your father’s car or an ambulance 
does not matter 
as your tears leak into the  
mashed potatoes spread about  
your head like a halo 
from your broken body say  
you’re welcome for the salt  
this way I never have to buy any of you  
Christmas presents again 
 
II.  
you come out to your father once every year 
an adrenaline junky ritual  
the way your heart speeds after every missed  
bullet he does cartwheels to avoid  
you’ve come to enjoy the way he ducks just 
so you can fly over his head again 
your turn to be the projectile in this family 
this is the kind of violence you learned to grow like  
a sour root system and 



you want to make him cry 
don’t you 
what kind of car ride home would it be if they all 
cried  
 
III. 
when your mother tells you that you are too young to know 
wreck her car 
pull up her tulip bulbs 
hang a sheet over every lamp and then take 
to them with the baseball bat meant for 
intruders  
clearly she wants a ghost 
in place of you 
give her a vengeful one  
 
IV. 
another dream goes like this 
the next time your uncle  
calls anyone a fag  
scream 
your body is only a mouth now 
everything else is teeth 
you never loved him 
everyone just told you you  
should  
that’s what family is that  
is why everyone has left 
him  
 
V.  
there is no god  
for you 
just your grandmothers and the  
white one would have needed you to go to church but 
maybe the brown one would have room for you 
like she did when you were four and 
your cousins were too afraid of the dark to sleep with you 
you don’t want love like your 
parents  
you want love like that 
no men or yelling just cooking shows and cowboy 
movies a hideaway game you don’t need to win this time 
it’s the only part you’re sure your father would 
understand  



VI.  
what happens when you are no longer the only 
gay cousin  
will your list of favorites reorder itself into those 
you still have not forgiven for worrying  
you might go to hell and the ones you want to hold 
on Sundays 
all Lindsay needed to do was be 
braver than you  
when she brings her girlfriend to Fourth of July 
you know you will say nothing but  
imagine if someone had said to you you  
are not nothing here 
imagine if you had known that all that time spent 
trying to peel the you out of you  
stung like lemon rind  
didn’t it 
so eat your quiet light and plain 
hotdog bun filled with ketchup let it make you feel 
smaller and stronger  
long live the little gay ants of Catholicism  
you and Lindsay and that great great great 
uncle whose name you keep forgetting lived this long 
kind of in the odd ways families do like 
clinging vines and compost may you be fertile  
soil for somebody someday  
too 

“Some Sort of Ode to the Gay Cousin” by Ivy Weston – Whitney M. Young Magnet High School, Chicago
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